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One Rogue at a Time
Santa Viking
Eighteen-year-old orphan Merewyn has seen enough of Vikings to know she hates them, so she is furious when a band of
shipwrecked Norsemen force their way into her home. Despite her best efforts to drive them away, their leader makes it
clear they intend to stay for the winter. To her surprise, he also takes an interest in her well-being, and when Merewyn
attempts to run off and fend for herself the battle-hardened warrior strips her bare for a painful, humiliating switching.
Despite his willingness to chastise her so shamefully, Merewyn cannot deny that these men are not the savage barbarians
she expected, and she does not object when the huge, handsome brute who so recently punished her takes her in his arms
and claims her hard and thoroughly. As the weeks pass, Merewyn's uninvited guest masters both her body and her heart
ever more completely, but does he plan to truly make her his or will she be left behind when he sails home? Publisher's
Note: Conquered by the Viking includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this
book.

The Rogue and the Hellion
In a world plagued with darkness, she would be his salvation. No one gave Erik a choice as to whether he would fight or not.
Duty to the crown belonged to him, his father's legacy remaining beyond the grave. Taken by the beauty of the countryside
surrounding her, Linzi would do anything to protect her father's land. Britain is under attack and Scotland is next. At a time
she should be focused on suitors, the men of her country have gone to war and she's left to stand alone. Love will become
available, but will passion at the touch of the enemy unravel her strong hold first? Fall in love with this Historical Celtic
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Viking Romance. * There are 3 books in this series. Book 1 will end on a cliff hanger. *Note: this is NOT erotica. It is a
romance and a love story. Keywords: historical free romance, scottish historical romance, highland romance, highlander
romance, viking historical romance, celtic romance free kindle books, celtic historical romance. Readers who enjoy Shelly
Thacker, Marti Talbott, Joanna Davis, R.L. Syme, Sky Purington, will enjoy this Viking Highlander Celtic Romance.

Her Dark Viking
A Viking Romance
Three gorgeous shifters. A queen on the verge of ruin. One dangerous Viking voyage. The harder I try, the worse things
seem to get. In a matter of weeks, I’ve been married twice, kidnapped, witnessed death, and visited a fae kingdom. Now,
after running away from my problems yet again, I have to try to help Ero convince a people he hasn’t seen in decades to
accept not only my own plight as their own, but to accept Ero as well. What’s worse, I can’t even seem to keep Ero and
Roan from each other’s throats. With Damien barely a step behind, how am I supposed to save Ero’s hide when I’ve barely
managed to save my own? Will Ero’s dark past be too much to save us, or is it the key to our future? Ero. My stormy-eyed
leopard. My hardhearted companion. My Viking. HER VIKING is a full-length medium/slow burn reverse-harem fantasy novel
and the third in the Royal Shifters series. Warning: cliffhanger and adult themes. The Complete Royal Shifters Series: Book
One: Her Betrothal Book Two: Her Highlander Book Three: Her Viking Book Four: Her Warrior Book Five: Her Prophecy

The Last Viking Queen
An erotically charged, addictive thriller from the future queen of suspense. Living in Toronto for a year, Elena is leading the
normal life she has always dreamed of, including a stable job as a journalist and a nice apartment shared with her
boyfriend. As the lone female werewolf in existence, only her secret midnight prowls and her occasional inhuman cravings
set her apart. Just one year ago, life was very different. Adopted by the Pack when bitten, Elena had spent years struggling
with her resentment at having her life stolen away. Torn between two worlds, and overwhelmed by the new passions
coursing through her body, her only option for control was to deny her awakening needs and escape. But now the Pack has
called Elena home to help them fight an alliance of renegade werewolves who are bent on exposing and annihilating the
Pack. And although Elena is obliged to rejoin her "family," she vows not to be swept up in Pack life again, no matter how
natural it might feel. She has made her choice. Trouble is, she's increasingly uncertain if it's the right one. An erotically
charged thriller, Bitten will awaken the voracious appetite of every reader, as the age-old battle between man and beast,
between human and inhuman forces, comes to a head in one small town and within one woman's body. From the Paperback
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edition.

Her Viking Wolf
Good words, ed. by N. Macleod
The second installment in M.A. Lawson's thrilling Kay Hamilton series “This thrilling sequel will not disappoint.”—Library
Journal Kay Hamilton, the beautiful, fearless, and audacious DEA agent who went rogue in Rosarito Beach, has paid the
price for her subversive behavior. As Viking Bay begins, Kay has been fired by the DEA and needs a job to support herself
and her teenage daughter. Kay moves to Washington D.C. and connects with the Callahan Group, a shadowy quasigovernmental agency with an enigmatic agenda. For her first mission, Kay is told only a few facts: that the U.S. government
wants Sahid Khan, a provincial Afghan governor, to become the nation’s next president, and that Khan’s daughter Ara—a
Western-educated former party girl—is her father’s key political advisor. Kay Hamilton is the perfect undercover operative
to learn Ara’s secrets and sway her thinking in line with America’s interests. But when things go horribly wrong at a
clandestine meeting in Afghanistan, Kay emerges at the center of an international plot that makes her question those she
loves, those she works for, and her own faith in justice. Suspenseful, lightning–quick, and endlessly entertaining, Viking Bay
is the pitch-perfect new adventure in the Kay Hamilton series.

Rogue River
Though Fiona puts up a brave fight when her village is raided by Vikings, she ends up being carried off over the broad
shoulders of Ulfric Freysson, the leader of the Norsemen. The stern, ruggedly handsome warrior quickly makes it clear that
she belongs to him now, and her best efforts to escape merely earn Fiona a painful, humiliating switching on her bare
bottom. Her captor’s bold dominance sets Fiona’s passion ablaze, and when he brings her to his bed she cannot help
begging for him to claim her completely. As Ulfric begins training her to please him in any way he demands, Fiona finds
herself falling in love with her new master, but she soon realizes that there are those among his people who still see her as
an enemy. When her life is threatened by a member of his own family, will he stand ready to protect her no matter the
cost? Publisher’s Note: Her Rogue Viking includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don’t
buy this book.

The Viking Warrior's Bride
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A battle for power and passion A skilled archer with the heart of a warrior, Gwendolyn of Alvey has proved herself capable
of defending her homeland. But the threat of invasion and her father’s deathbed wish force her to do the unthinkable: wed
Vidar, leader of the enemy. Duty to form an alliance between two powerful clans binds Vidar to Gwendolyn, but desire
tempts him to distraction. Her nature is to dominate, but he’s determined to seduce her into submission on the
battlefield—and in the bedchamber…

Vikings
A 2016 RT Book Reviews Reviewers Choice Nominee for British Isles-Set Historical Romance! "Galen's talents soar in this
delightful romance of a mismatched couple who are perfect for one another. The pacing never flags, the underlying mystery
piques readers' interest and the steamy love scenes keep the pages flying. " — RT Book Reviews, 4.5 Stars, TOP PICK!
When the Duke of Lennox hires Sir Brook Derring, England's best investigator, to find his daughter, Brook intends only to
rescue the lady and return to his solitary life. He deals with London's roughest criminals every day of the week; surely he
should be able to endure seeing his first love again—the perfect girl who broke his heart Lady Lillian-Anne Lennox has
always done her best to live up to her father's standards of perfection—at the cost of following her heart. When she's
kidnapped and her perfect life is shattered, Lila has another chance. Together, Lila and Brook navigate not only the dark
and deadly side of London, but the chasm of pride and prejudice that divides them. Covent Garden Cubs Series: Earls Just
Want to Have Fun (Book 1) The Rogue You Know (Book 2) I Kissed a Rogue (Book 3)

Celtic Viking
A fun, romantic romp yule love! Meet a sexy tenth-century Viking hero and a modern day hero with a Viking heritage who
both have the knack for making women melt . . . with holiday cheer. Merry Christmas from the Norse Pole. BOLTHOR'S
BRIDE Bolthor the Skald has been there for his fellow warriors, both in battle and as a friend. Always the bridesmaid, never
the bride, so to speak. This gentle giant, now scarred and retired from the fray, has never found a woman who loves him
despite his rough appearance - and his poetry, which is woefully bad. Enter the sexy, Saxon widow Katherine of Wickshire
Manor, a woman in need of a strong man to take care of her and her four children, not to mention about two hundred
chickens, in the style none of her first three husbands could manage. When Viking meets Saxon, the sparks do fly. A VIKING
FOR CHRISTMAS Bodyguard Erik Thorsson, a fiftieth generation Viking, meets Jessica Jones, dressed as a cute Santa Claus,
when she stages a righteous attempt to rob the local Piggly Jiggly. All Jessica wants is a refund for a Burping Bear toy, which
the store refuses to honor. Fortunately, or unfortunately, Jessica takes hostage another Santa in the store, Erik himself,
after accidentally shooting the Little Debbie cupcake display. For the first time in five years, since his beloved wife died, Erik
finds himself head over Santa boot heels in love, but how to convince Jessica that he's not her Christmas curse, but instead
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a Christmas miracle. Sandra Hill is the bestselling author of more than thirty romantic humor novels. Whether they be
historicals, contemporaries, time travels, or Christmas novellas, whether they be Vikings, Cajuns, Navy SEALs or sexy
Santas, the common element in all her books is humor. Visit her at www.sandrahill.com.

The Viking's Conquest
Dare to enter our world A horde of battle-hardened, ferocious Nordic warriors. A Pictish village at the mercy of its enemies.
A harrowing bargain struck for nine fearful and reluctant brides. Delivered into Viking hands, claimed and conquered, each
bride must accept that she belongs to her new master. But, as wedding nights bring surrender to duty, will fierce lovers also
surrender their hearts? The Highland wilderness is savage, life is perilous, and the future uncertain, but each Viking has
sworn protection, and there are no lengths to which a man will not go to safeguard the woman he loves. Nine tales of
suspense, seduction and adventure, told against the forbidding backdrop of medieval Scotland. Journey together with
indomitable heroes and intrepid heroines, as they discover that the raging storms of fear and passion can transform into
enduring devotion. Heat level: volcanic Filled with action and suspense, these intensely passionate Viking historical
romance stories feature scorching scenes of sexy sizzle. All-new and exclusive. Limited Edition - available until late October
2019 Nine conquering reasons to surrender Brandr - by Ashe BarkerSteinn - by Lily HarlemJerrik - by Felicity
BrandonMagnus - by Emmanuelle de MaupassantGraeme - by Gianna SimoneThorolf - by Vanessa BrooksGarth - by Sassa
DanielsRagnar - by Sky PuringtonBjorn - by Jane Burrelli

Redeeming Her Viking Warrior
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores a deceptively simple idea: Large groups
of people are smarter than an elite few, no matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges
across fields as diverse as popular culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence, military
history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run
our companies, and think about our world.

Summer of the Viking
He’s sworn celibacy… Until he gets vengeance! Danr Sigurdsson is indebted to the captivating, mysterious healer living
alone in the wilderness who carefully tends his wounds. Consumed with anguish over the massacre that killed his family,
Danr has sworn not to touch another woman until he finds those responsible. So resisting Sissa should be easy, but as they
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search for the truth, fighting their mutual attraction becomes the hardest battle…

Bitten
As the sister of a powerful Viking chief, Brynhild Freysson is used to giving orders and having them obeyed, which makes it
all the more difficult to accept when she suddenly finds herself at the mercy of a Celtic warrior intent on bringing her back
to his village whether she likes it or not. Taranc was a leader of his people before he was taken captive by Viking raiders,
and now that he is a free man once more he has no intention of allowing a headstrong Norse woman to slow down his
journey home with her stubborn disobedience. When Brynhild refuses to do as she is told, he wastes no time in baring her
bottom for a thorough switching, and he makes it quite clear that she can expect even more painful and humiliating
punishments if she continues to defy him. Though her hatred of the Celts runs deep, Taranc’s stern dominance awakens
desires in Brynhild that she thought she would never feel again, and when he takes her in his arms and claims her properly
it is more pleasurable than she would have thought possible. But though her passion for him grows by the day, can she ever
truly love a man whose people are enemies of her own? Publisher’s Note: Her Celtic Captor is a stand-alone sequel to Her
Rogue Viking and Her Dark Viking. It includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don’t buy
this book.

The Viking Funeral
Capturing the Viking warrior In her cellar… Lady Annis must stop Viking Rurik Sigurdsson from discovering the truth about
his family’s death. Her only solution is to imprison him. But as the ruggedly handsome Viking starts to charm his way out of
his cell and into her heart, can she be sure he’s not still intent on vengeance—or perhaps an unexpected alliance is the
solution? Sons of Sigurd Driven by revenge, redeemed by love Book 1 — Stolen by the Viking by Michelle Willingham Book 2
— Falling for Her Viking Captive by Harper St. George Coming soon Book 3 — Conveniently Wed to the Viking by Michelle
Styles Book 4 — Redeeming Her Viking Warrior by Jennie Fletcher Book 5 — Tempted by Her Viking Enemy by Terri Brisbin
“There is no doubting that Harper St George has a gift, her writing is some of the best I’ve read, she grasp’s hold of your
attention and doesn’t let you go not even when the book has finished.” —Chicks, Rogues and Scandals on Longing for Her
Forbidden Viking “Harper St. George is a marvel It really did blow me away, I was drawn into the story within the first
chapter. This was wonderful, romantic and rugged… I loved this book so much!” —The Reading Debutante on Longing for
Her Forbidden Viking “Harper St. George never disappoints in delivering a well-written story full of wonderful characters,
suspense, intrigue, and a romance between two people who truly deserved a HEA.” —Rose is Reading on Longing for Her
Forbidden Viking
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Conquered by the Viking
An Arabian Princess meets a Viking Jarl in this tale of forbidden love.

The Viking Funeral
The captain was a madwoman with a scattergun. The soldiers were a whore, a surveyor's assistant, a writer, a crusty old
Irishman, two murderous brothers, a criminal, and a county hunter. And the only way out of the mountains was on a frigid
river that flowed toward the Missouri--a river running with blood. Texas-born Cole Anthem was the bounty hunter. He had
followed an outlaw right into the middle of a major Indian uprising and a battle that turned into a slaughter. Now Cole and
the other survivors of a raging Cheyenne war are taking the only chance they have: riding a woman's keelboat toward
safety. But up and down the Rogue, a glory-mad chief hasn't given up. His warriors are armed and waiting--to spill the white
men's blood

Forbidden Viking
Loyalty to the Brotherhood comes before all. Including women. Formidable Viking leader Rurik knows the law. His loyalty to
the Forgotten Sons is his bond, and no woman will threaten what he’s built from the ground up. But the Sons are a roving
band of Vikings, and Rurik is growing restless—so when Normandy’s chieftain offers land, the proposal intrigues him. And
the sultry Parisian thrall he finds in his tent intrigues him even more… Safira is cunning and clever and full of secrets.
Rurik’s men have no interest in securing her safe passage home, but, piqued with lust, Rurik views Safira’s wiles as a
captivating challenge—one he’s determined to conquer, even if lying with her is as defiant as it is inevitable. Traveling with
Safira has been a fantasy come true—what started as lust is quickly turning to the kind of partnership Rurik could never
have dreamed. But their arrival in foreign lands marks a new chapter, one that demands a Viking wife. With impossible
decisions to be made, Rurik’s alliances are fraying, and past promises may not be enough to save him from having to
betray those he’s sworn loyalty to—including Safira. This book is approximately 75,000 words One-click with confidence.
This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
Edited by Stephanie Doig

Her Viking
Driving along the freeway, Shane Scully glances over and sees Jody Dean, his oldest friend and LAPD colleague, at the
wheel of an adjacent car. Why is Scully so surprised? Because it's been two years since Jody committed suicide in the
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Rampart Division parking lot by blowing his brains out with a service revolver. Shane served as a pallbearer at the funeral.
What Scully will discover is that Jody and five other cops who are supposed to be dead are anything but; originally sent
deep undercover to bust an extremely violent criminal network, they have become the LAPD's worst nightmare. Calling
themselves the Vikings, they are rogue cops who know how the system works. In order to penetrate the group and set his
cover, Scully is supposed to shoot his fiancée, Alexa. The setup goes awry and Shane finds himself looking down at his
future wife's body. He is soon driven into the corridors of near-madness and into the bed of an extremely beautiful and
utterly ruthless corporate seductress who threatens to destroy his soul. Shane's desperate and deadly undercover journey
takes him from the embrace of Alexa and his teenage son, Chooch, to the Caribbean island of Aruba--to the decadence of
Columbia's opulent palaces and the desperation of its deadly streets. In Viking Funeral, an electrifying thriller from Stephen
J. Cannell, Sergeant Scully is driven to the psychological brink, his life in the hands of the most dangerous killer he's ever
known--his closest childhood friend.

Timeswept Bride
When she is left all but alone to defend her family's castle against an army of battle-hardened Viking raiders, nineteen-yearold Princess Aurelie of Donrose fights valiantly but is soon overcome. After her capture by the tall, handsome leader of the
northmen, Prince Anders, she is carried away along with the rest of the spoils of conquest. Anders makes it clear to the
princess that she is now his property, to do with as he likes, and he takes pleasure in stripping her bare and putting her on
display. When she defies her new master, Aurelie quickly discovers that Anders will not hesitate to spank her soundly, but
to her shame the painful, humiliating punishment leaves her deeply aroused. Bound and helpless yet burning with desire,
the princess finds herself longing for the bold, dominant warrior to take her hard and thoroughly, and when she surrenders
to his mastery of her body the pleasure is more intense than she would have ever thought possible. Aurelie's submission to
Anders grows more complete with each passing day, but when her brothers arrive with an army to seek vengeance against
their old enemy she must make a fateful choice. Will she remain loyal to her family and her people, or come to the aid of
her Viking prince? Publisher's Note: The Viking's Conquest includes spankings, sexual scenes and sexual humiliation, and
more. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Viking Tales of the North
Escape with a time-travelling, sexy Viking shifter tonight. When Chloe Adams was four, her shiftless shifter parents
abandoned her on the side of the road. But now she's reinvented herself as a DIY domestic goddess, and she's engaged to
the hottest alpha in Colorado -- that is until a large red haired, time-traveling Viking werewolf shows up to claim her as his
fated mate. Wait, what?!?! WARNING: This smoking-hot romance contains jaw-dropping twists and turns, sizzling sex
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scenes, and nothing less than the adventure of a lifetime. It should only be read by those who like their Vikings red-haired
and red-hot!

Her Rogue Viking
"This lively, humorous romp — Lee's ingenious take on My Fair Lady — may be her best book yet!"—RT Book Reviews Brant
Wesley Hallowsby is a mercenary for wealthy aristocracy, but he meets his match in Bella "Bluebell" Ballinger, a blue-eyed,
blonde-haired beauty, which means she's trouble As the illegitimate son of a duke, Bramwell Wesley Hallowsby grew up
tough, on the fringes of society, learning to hide his hurt and cynicism with charm and Town polish. He's carved out a place
for himself as a mercenary, serving as bodyguard and general strong arm for the peerage. Bram has nothing to lose and
he's exactly what Maybelle "Bluebell" Ballenger needs. Maybelle needs a mentor to teach her to speak and act like a lady,
so she can claim the place in society she was denied. As they team up to take on the ton, Bram knows she's hiding
something even from him. Despite the deception he sees behind those sparkling blue eyes, Bram wants to believe that
Maybelle's love is no lie. But it seems fate has served him up his just desserts in the likes of this determined damsel. Praise
for 50 Ways to Ruin a Rake: "Lee creates a wonderful read full of madness and mayhem." -RT Book Reviews, 4 1/2 stars
"Wonderfully whimsical charactersserved up with plenty of frothy fun." -Booklist

The Wisdom of Crowds
When Viking warrior Thorfinn Haraldsson travels through time and finds himself in modern-day Baghdad in the midst of a
Navy SEAL operation, he is taken stateside where he stumbles upon a woman with an eerie resemblance to his cheating exwife. Original.

Kept by the Viking
I Kissed a Rogue
Bought for his vengeance But claimed for his bed! Battle-scarred Viking Alarr is a broken warrior who expects to die
carrying out his oath of blood vengeance. He saves maiden Breanne î Callahan from slavery only with the intention of
getting close enough to kill her foster father. Until their spark of passion ignites a desire to keep her close…and presents
Alarr with a gut-wrenching choice—his revenge or his heart?
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Her Viking Warrior
When her enchanted kingdom is attacked, Princess Alysa joins her warrior army to fight the invaders and dreams of
returning to her soulmate, her beloved Prince Gavin. By the author of Whispered Kisses. Reprint.

Viking Bay
When an outcast goes home and meets a woman seeking justice, hearts will clash… Eighteen years ago, Bjorn was exiled
from Vellefold. Honor-bound to return, he’ll fight for the settlement…then walk away. First, he must work with his childhood
friend, now a beautiful, high-ranking Viking lady. Fierce of spirit, Ilsa will do anything to save her people, including
convincing the banished son to take the jarl’s seat. But she has her doubts about the stone-hearted Viking, despite the lust
between them. It’s only a matter of time before Bjorn discovers that Ilsa is hiding dangerous secrets, secrets that may
jeopardize all they’ve worked for. When the darkest hour comes, the once-rejected warrior must choose: rescue his men,
the Forgotten Sons—or Ilsa, the woman he craves, body and soul. One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina
Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This book is approximately
78,000 words

Viking Thrall
When a brazen highwayman with unforgettable green eyes absconds with a priceless family heirloom, the Marquis of
Bathurst is stunned to discover that the culprit is none other than the beautiful Olivia Fairfax, a spirited woman who has
captured his heart. Original.

Cobalt Rogue, Vol. 2
After she is captured by Viking raiders, twenty-five-year-old Mairead is left with no choice but to depend on Gunnar
Freysson, the battle-hardened leader of the Norsemen, to protect her and her young children. Though he makes it clear that
she is his property to do with as he pleases, Gunnar shows remarkable concern for Mairead's wellbeing, and when she risks
her life in a dangerous attempt at escape he does not hesitate to strip her bare and spank her soundly. The strict
punishment leaves Mairead thoroughly ashamed yet helplessly aroused, and when Gunnar takes her in his arms and claims
her properly she cannot deny her body's response to his dominant lovemaking. As the days pass, Mairead realizes that
Gunnar cares for her deeply, and despite her situation she finds herself falling in love with the stern, handsome warrior. But
can she truly give her heart to the man who took her from her home? Publisher's Note: Her Dark Viking is a stand-alone
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sequel to Her Rogue Viking. It includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this
book.

Viking Tempest
Trying to run his farm and raise twin daughters after his faithless wife dies, Jake Blarney advertises for a new helpmate by
placing a message in a bottle, an act that brings Priscilla Pemberton one hundred years back in time to him. Original.

Viking Gold
In Viking Land
Viking
Dreading the arrival of Viking Olaf, who claims her as the bride of his Norse king father, princess Aasa captures the goldenhaired warrior's heart, causing him to deny his birthright for her love. Original.

Viking Unchained
Driving along the freeway, Shane Scully glances over and sees Jody Dean, his oldest friend and LAPD colleague, at the
wheel of an adjacent car. Why is Scully so surprised? Because it's been two years since Jody committed suicide in the
Rampart Division parking lot by blowing his brains out with a service revolver. Shane served as a pallbearer at the funeral.
What Scully will discover is that Jody and five other cops who are supposed to be dead are anything but; originally sent
deep undercover to bust an extremely violent criminal network, they have become the LAPD's worst nightmare. Calling
themselves the Vikings, they are rogue cops who know how the system works. In order to penetrate the group and set his
cover, Scully is supposed to shoot his fiancée, Alexa. The setup goes awry and Shane finds himself looking down at his
future wife's body. He is soon driven into the corridors of near-madness and into the bed of an extremely beautiful and
utterly ruthless corporate seductress who threatens to destroy his soul. Shane's desperate and deadly undercover journey
takes him from the embrace of Alexa and his teenage son, Chooch, to the Caribbean island of Aruba--to the decadence of
Columbia's opulent palaces and the desperation of its deadly streets. In Viking Funeral, an electrifying thriller from Stephen
J. Cannell, Sergeant Scully is driven to the psychological brink, his life in the hands of the most dangerous killer he's ever
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known--his closest childhood friend.

A Horse Named Viking
A rogue. An outlaw. An unlikely hero. Viking is the sole offspring of a savage and vicious mare. The colt is the pride of the
stable until his dam kills a groom in her stall. Viking is a painful reminder of the tragedy, and so he is sold off. The black colt
has a coarse face and a mean curl to his nostrils, but he is beautifully proportioned with magnificent gaits. With his teeth
and thick weapon of a tail, Viking brutalizes everyone who handles him and humiliates the best trainers in the world until
Anne O'Neil from the United States tries him. The first time she rides him, she declares that she will not buy him if he was
the last apple in the barrel. The second time, she rides him with a different philosophy, as if he is as sensitive as one of her
Thoroughbreds, and she is amazed by the results. Kindness and sugar turn out to be the keys to Viking's heart. Viking and
Anne become rising stars until a cruel and brutal trainer seeks to crush his spirit. A Horse Named Viking follows the life
journey of an incredible, unforgettable horse.

Falling for Her Viking Captive
Haunted by a recurring dream, Dana Swansen seeks refuge from an unhappy love affair at an ancient Celtic site in Ireland
and is swept back in time into the arms of a dashing Viking prince, Leif Ivar'sson. Original.

Stolen by the Viking
"We have the summer, Alwynn. It will have to be enough." Washed up alone on the Northumbrian shore, Valdar Nerison is a
stranger in a foreign land. He has unfinished business in Raumerike, but first, he owes his rescuer, the beautiful Lady
Alwynn, a life debt. Alwynn is wary of Valdar's promise to protect her—after all, she has known only betrayal at the hands of
men. But as summer's end approaches, Valdar must choose whether to return home and fight for his honor or to stay and
fight for Alwynn's heart… "Maintains the myth while adding sexual tension, nonstop action and spice" —RT Book Reviews on
The Viking's Captive Princess

Her Celtic Captor
Preparing to film a Viking epic, movie star Marcello is transported back to Viking times, where he becomes a king caught
between two warring tribes and meets a beautiful, captive French princess, who happens to resemble his real-life love.
Original.
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